
“And the sun came through......” Spring is here so we enter into 
a new season of coming shows and creative endeavours.
This issue of the newsletter has a flavour of off and on topical 
interest, and is a reflection of members activity in the last 
shades of winter and the new sunny season ahead. Don't miss 
out on reading John Sinclair’s report on BioSecurity, Mike 
Stevensons “Seach For Babe”, as well as usual features and 
updates.

At the risk of self promotion, but current to my own adventures in 
wood working and learning new technique, presented here is my 
latest public work. Two full size wing tips of a Flying Fortress 
B17G that tragically struck the North Downs 75 years ago near 
the end of the war. Commissioned by Surrey Hills AONB, and 
The National trust, the wings are a memorial to those brave 
airmen, and on a larger scale the many men who gave their 
lives so we could enjoy the freedom of this beautiful place.
It was a huge challenge to construct the wings. They are 8ft x 5ft 
solid oak, and required joining two pieces together for both. The 
joint was the major part of the work, and the way in which to do 
it successfully and accurately consumed my mind for months. 
Eventually it was done using 16mm Stainless Steel Studding, 
with only the smallest of seams visible. “Stronger than the wood 
itself” as they say, to reach near “Refrectory Table” accuracy 
with initial slabs weighing nearly ½ton each, and only one 
chance to get it right; altogether was a severe learning curve 
that will be of great use to me with my coming body of new work 
for this season. Please feel free to ask me questions when you 
see me at shows or meetings in the future. Linked is the BBC 
News webpage on the memorial event, my first time entry on 
national news.

Memorial of Oak
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It is that time of year again – cutting season coming to an end and at last those of us that feel like we’re 
permanently bend over can begin to straighten our backs and look forward to summer. It is time for most of us to have 
a bit of rest and recovery before the show season starts.

We have had more approaches for us to attend shows this year but some organizers are put off by our business 
model. What many organizers don’t seem to recognise is that they only have to deal with one person and we bring a 
whole show in itself. Perhaps short sighted but at least it saves us some show fatigue.

There have been more discussions on the NCFed and our join /no join decision. All of our points have now been 
addressed except for the proportional representation (PP). On that, Companies house have undermined our request 
for PP saying that a Federation must have one vote for each affiliated group regardless of their organisations size. 
Our requirement cannot be satisfied. All other points are, with luck, going to be ratified within the NCFed at a meeting 
in Hereford on 18th April. I am aiming for us to vote again on the subject of SSCG joining the NCFed at our AGM on 
the 16th July so we can put this all behind us and move on.

Roger Day has done a lot of work on the new shape Newsletter as many agreed at the last members meeting. 
Unfortunately, he has not had any input, other than that generated by the committee members for this newsletter. I 
ask you all to think about what you may be able to contribute. The newsletter is produced for us all and is great 
means of communicating what you have been doing. If you thought something was interesting then I’m sure others 
will want to hear about it too. Please contribute where you can.

The position regarding woodland grants / coppice restoration / and financing seems to be a moving feast with the 
FC and DEFRA. No one it seems has a definitive answer as to what is available and when I have tried to achieve this 
(and others on the NCFed board have too) I have all been given very non-committal answers and statements saying 
the situation is continually changing. Not very helpful! 

I have little more to report unfortunately. I look forward to seeing you all at the next members meeting at Buchan 
Park on the 16th April

Chris Letchford

Collaborative Standards - Update

Some of you will be aware that I put my head above the parapet and prepared a standards document for Besom 
Brooms. It is on the website here 

My reasoning behind preparing such documents is simple. As a group we will be able to gain by working together to 
be able to satisfy larger orders that individually we would struggle to achieve. 

I have a great example of this facing me now. I have a client wanting around 800 brooms this year. I know I can’t or 
don’t have time to supply all of them but I’m sure others may be able to make some and together we can fulfill the 
order and spread the benefits to a number of us in the group. 
I have no doubt there are other opportunities available too. One I am aware of is someone seeking 300 6 x 6 Hurdles. 
For one individual it is probably 6 months work but if the load is shared then a few members could benefit and the 
work is not so onerous

However, to enable us to fulfill the orders we need to make sure we can produce consistent products in terms of size 
and quality and to achieve that we need to make sure we have those standards easily available to us. If I seek 
assistance for the Besom order I can ask whoever is willing to assist to make, say, 100 ‘medium’ Besoms and a 
definition is readily available on the website. 
We need to expand on the standards / patterns available. John Sinclair and Alan Sage are going to do write ups for 
Charcoal, Bean poles and Pea sticks between them but we need many more.
If you specialise in something please create a simple write up and send it to Roger Day for inclusion on the site. 
Others may comment on it but it really will be of help.

and I welcome comments.

Please mail Chris at:-  

www.coppicegroup.wordpress.com/?page_id=1624&preview=true

chairman@coppicegroup.org.uk

Committee Contact
For the purpose of simplifying document continuity in the future, here are the new mail addresses that will forward 
enquireries to the relevant current committee members......Their individual details are still available from the website.

shows@coppicegroup.org.uk
training@coppicegroup.org.uk
speakers@coppicegroup.org.uk
treasurer@coppicegroup.org.uk
webmaster@coppicegroup.org.uk

chairman@cooppicegroup.org.uk
discounts@coppicegroup.org.uk
merchandise@coppicegroup.org.uk
newsletter@coppicegroup.org.uk
secretary@coppicegroup.org.uk

enquiries@thewoodregister.co.uk

http://www.coppicegroup.wordpress.com/?page_id=1624&preview=true
http://chairman@coppicegroup.org.uk
http://webmaster@coppicegroup.org.uk
mailto:webmaster@coppicegroup.org.uk
mailto:discounts@coppicegroup.org.uk	
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The Search For Babe......
Mike Stevenson’s article on Unimogs continues this issue with “The Search For Babe”. A really good piece for those 

with machinery ambitions, as well as all those who just like a trip into forestry logistical dreaming. I highly recommend 
you download a copy from the link below. Updated pictures and multiple references add to it being a really good 

reference. More next quarter. Thank you Mike for all the work in bringing this to us.

https://coppicegroup.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/the-search-for-babe.pdf

"Fish friendly chestnut fencing." 
We have just 

supplied some 4ft 
high chestnut 

fencing which was 
then submerged 

into a fishing pond 
to create refuges 
for fish, to stop 

them being eaten 
by cormorants. We 
have been making 

chestnut paling 
fencing since 1946 
and this is the first 
time it has been 

used for fish!

  20 Weyhill, Haslemere, Surrey GU27 1BX | Telephone  01428 643819  jehomewood.co.uk

Reading Choice
The Guardian carries a couple of pieces by Robert Macfarlane  
one is about his exploration of words for landscape and natural phenomena in his new book Landmarks.  He writes 
about a document called “Some Lewis Moorland Terms: A Peat Glossary” and its “compressive elegance” Also about 
how “The Oxford Junior Dictionary has culled words it felt were no longer relevant to a modern childhood. The 
deletions include
acorn, adder, ash, beech, bluebell, buttercup, catkin, 
conker, cowslip, cygnet, dandelion, fern, hazel, 
heather, heron, ivy, kingfisher, lark, mistletoe, nectar, 
newt, otter, pasture and willow. The words replacing 
them included  attachment, block-graph, blog, 
broadband, bullet-point, chatroom”.
We need both don’t we?!  
Its on my reading list once I’ve finished Francis Pryor’s The making of the British Landscape 

Yours Simon Weaver

http://www.theguardian.com/profile/robert-macfarlane

http://pryorfrancis.wordpress.com

Simon Weaver’s Land Rover Tips
“I am replacing the swivel balls on the Disco and I bought a Sealey X137 Cross Beam Adaptor for my trolley jack to 
make lifting the vehicle easier. The beam is fitted into the hole where the saddle of a 3 tonne trolley jack fits then the 
saddle drops in the hole in the beam.

There are pictures of it in use on their web site.
A couple of brake caliper bolts sheared so I went to Blakers in Adversane  and they were very 
helpful highly recommended.

http://sealey.co.uk/PLPageBuilder.asp?id=20&method=mViewProduct&productid=16291

http://www.blaker.co.uk

http://jehomewood.co.uk
http://www.theguardian.com/profile/robert-macfarlane
http://pryorfrancis.wordpress.com
http://sealey.co.uk/PLPageBuilder.asp?id=20&method=mViewProduct&productid=16291
http://www.blaker.co.uk
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TATHS journals as free downloads
Scotty Dodd says:- “Maybe of interest to members. 
Various early TATHS journals from the 1980s with 
articles on methods riving wood, gate hurdle making.”
www.taths.org.uk/resources/downloads/journals

SHOWS...... 
See updated diary here

John Sinclair (shows@coppicegroup.org.uk)

Many thanks to all those of you who have replied with expressions of interest for the various shows to which we have 
been invited this year.

It looks like we are in very much greater demand than ever before and consequently we are looking at ways of improving 
our display and the visitor experience.
One of the ways we hope to do this is by coordinating our activities with each other and with neighbouring exhibitors. This 
is something we have done in a variety of ways in the past (having Mark making handles for Mick’s tools being forged 
using my Charcoal etc.) and this season we aim to have Frankie or Dan Brown forwarding timber by horse to Will’s 
Woodmizer and the resulting timber being used by John Armitage and James Edmunds to make stuff. We are very open 
to other suggestions about how to integrate demos in ways that will help visitors understand the various relationships 
between activities within the Coppice Community.

The other thing we are doing is arranging some additional signage. We have received a small grant from West Sussex 
C.C. and are most grateful to Julie Bolton for their continued support. We intend to use this to get a portable flag-pole and 
flag which can act as a central focal point for visitors, visible from distance. This combined with some hand carved 
signposts should encourage more visitors to come and join us wherever our Coppice Village happens to be on site.
Please feel free to let me have any other suggestions about how we can integrate demonstrations or improve signage, 
and as ever, the more the merrier!

The Hands on Day 2015 will be held on the regular 1st weekend of July and should be at the usual 
venue, the Fernhurst Furnace, but this year we are considering a slightly different ‘flavour’.
As many of you know from previous years, there is a finite limit to the number of things that people 
can do for short periods of time and many of those have been done once or twice. This is not to say 
that we should not have spoon carving, spar making, or pale splitting. On the contrary these are all 
great activities for a half-hour here or there and should continue but they say ‘variety is the spice of 
life’ and we need to make sure we keep things interesting.
The basic principles still hold true, all members, friends, family, people from other 
groups/counties/organisations all welcome and we try to do things as well as ‘network’ and enjoy 
each other’s company.
The general format will still be the same; arrive, do stuff, lunch, tools auction, do stuff, eat drink and 
make merry. The variation that we are considering is to introduce a little healthy competition.
Once upon a time we had a ‘stake-bundling against the clock’ competition, just for fun, and we are 
hoping to organise a greater number and wider variety of similar activities; some practical, some just 
for fun. Suggestions received so far include:

Stake bundling – quickest time.
25 or 50 Spars – quickest time *
25 Pales – quickest time - *
10 shots – best score with 10 shots at 10m - air rifles
Horse-shoes – highest score
Log-saw-race (2 person teams) quickest time.
Chainsaw-boot whanging – longest distance.
(*might need a judge to ensure quality control.....)

In keeping with the age old principle that there is no such thing as a free lunch, it has been suggested 
that people should only get lunch on the group if they actually try their hands at one or more activity 
just to show willing! What do you think? Good idea or not?
So.....right now is a good time for people to make suggestions about whether this is a workable and 
desirable idea, what else we could build in, who would like to volunteer to run particular activities and 
all that good stuff.
Formal invitations will be sent out in due course and as ever, please let me know if there are new 
people to be added to the guest list.

Hands On Day 2015

http://www.taths.org.uk/resources/downloads/journals
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/shale-developments-to-be-banned-in-all-uk-national-parks
http://www.taths.org.uk/resources/downloads/journals
http://(shows@coppicegroup.org.uk)
http://(shows@coppicegroup.org.uk)
mailto:shows@coppicegroup.org.uk


The Government announce a commitment to ban fracking in National Parks.
The Government’s commitment is to an outright ban on fracking in National Parks, Sites of Special Scientific Interest 
(SSSI) and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).

Previously we published guidance that confirmed planning permission should be refused in National Parks, the 
Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, except in exceptional circumstances and where it can be 
demonstrated they are in the public interest.

This was announced as part of the debate of the Infrastructure Bill in the 
House of Commons.

A Government Spokesperson said:

“The Government has already built a robust regulatory system for the 
development of the shale industry in the UK. Today we are committing to 

formalise the safeguards, including a new ban on fracking in National 
Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Sites of Special 

Scientific Interest. Successfully extracting shale gas out of the ground 
can create a whole new British industry, creating jobs, and make us less 

reliant on imports from abroad, but we recognise the need for a 
measured approach for this nascent industry.”

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/shale-developments-to-be-banned-in-all-uk-national-parks

HomeInfo

Discounted Training Available

https://coppicegroup.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/bursaryapplicationform.pdf

enquiries@thewoodregister.co.uk

As I mentioned at the previous members meeting, the committee have been looking at different ways of continuing to 
support any members that require training. In the past we have run or funded many different courses & training 
events, such as Coppice Week. The success of these training events means that most members are now trained up in 
the areas that they want to be & the need for training courses within the group has dropped significantly. In order to 
still help anyone who wishes to expand there skill set, as well as for any newer members, the committee have set up a 
new bursary system. The bursary allows anyone who has been a member for more than two years to apply fo 
up to an 80% discount on any course (max £200). They will simply need to complete an application form & submit it to 
the committee before the training takes place. The funding will be drawn from an allocated budget of £1000, which will 
be reviewed annually by the committee.

The form is available to download on our web site here:-

We hope that members will take advantage of this opportunity & if you feel it can be improved in any way or you have 
any questions regarding it, please do speak with either myself or one of the committee.
Thanks, Alan Sage. 

Technical Workshop for Woodland Practitioners - Woodland Trust

jimsmith-wright@woodlandtrust.org.uk

Brede High Woods: 22nd May 2015

A FREE half-day’s workshop for contractors working within plantation on ancient woodland sites.
We will be joined by the Woodland Trust Site Manager & Euroforest to look at the ancient woodland 
restoration now well underway at Brede High Woods, & discuss their experiences.

The session will develop the skills & knowledge you need to carry out this specialist work, such as:

• What are the principles of restoration, and how can you make them work in reality?
• What are the physical constraints on site?
• How can restoration pay its way?

The workshop will take place in the morning. Food & drink will be provided. Further details TBC.

Places are limited & will be first-come first-served. For more information or to book, please contact Jim 
Smith-Wright, Ancient Woodland Restoration Project Officer: 07768 596664 or

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/shale-developments-to-be-banned-in-all-uk-national-parks
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 The National Coppice Federation (NCFed) in conjunction with the     Forestry Commission (FC) at Westonbirt Arboretum 
present  

 
Coppicing has been in decline for much of the past two hundred years. In more recent times, though, there have been 
attempts to increase the amount of hazel in regular management. These may have been inspired by a desire to earn a 

living from the woods, by wildlife conservation imperatives or by various other reasons. In many cases they have 
struggled, or even failed, due to the current lack of available information and knowledge of this new discipline. 

This Seminar will bring leading restoration practitioners from around the country together with experts in various relevant 
fields to help establish ‘best-practice’ guidelines. It will also draw on the depth of experience which will, undoubtedly, be 

present in the wider audience. 
The venue is Westonbirt Arboretum, Gloucestershire, where some twenty five acres of hazel coppice have been brought 

in to various stages of rotation over the past twenty years. These will provide working examples of both good and bad 
restoration practice. 

 
Confirmed contributors to date include: 

Penny Jones (FC), Head of Propagation at Westonbirt Arboretum; Brian Williamson, lead coppicer at the Arboretum; 
Ralph Harmer (FC), co-author ‘The Silviculture and Management of Coppice Woodlands’; Rebecca Oaks, NCFed Chair 

and co-author of ‘Coppicing and Coppice Crafts’; Graham Rimington, The Deer Initiative. 
 

Cost will be £35 for members of NCFed affiliated Groups; £50 for non-members. 
Further information can be found on www.ncfed.org  or (with booking details) from  Brian Williamson at 

westonbirt.coppice@virginmedia.com 

Hazel Coppice - restoration and improvement Seminar 
Wednesday and Thursday, May 13th/14th, , 2015. 

For sale Haki Pilki firewood 
processor

excellent condition, kept undercover, 
conveyor feed, max dia 37cms. £5400. 
see attached pictures - Mark Howard

info@mark-howard.co.uk

ROUNDWOOD TIMBER FRAMING COURSE - artisansinwood.co.uk

3RD – 6TH OF JULY 2015   COST: £325Opened Butter Pack

Artizans of Wood are running a round wood timber framing course between 3th and 6th of July, in Rogate near 
Midhurst.
During this four day course you’ll be creating a two bay cruck frame starting with freshly felled trees and finished with 
a standing frame, we will be covering all aspects of roundwood timber framing including:

The selection of suitable timber species for frames
The necessary ground works
The theory and practice of cutting the various joints involved in a structure
The tools required, including the use of a log scribe 
Discussion of various natural materials and finishes; Shingles, green roofs, rendered straw bales, sheep wool, etc
The course culminates with the raising of the finished frame
Round wood Brace

No carpentry experience is required as we’ve tailored this course to cater for both novices and experienced 
carpenters. A full course booklet will be provided to all participants to enable you to take on projects of your own 
whether it is a self build home or a pergola for your garden. 

Time permitting we will be taking a tour one afternoon of some completed timber frame structures so that you can see 
a range of designs and finishes in reality.

Volunteer opportunities,Add your email to our mailing list.

To book on the course or for more information contact us at: hello@artizansofwood.co.uk

http://www.kellykettle.com/
mailto:info@mark-howard.co.uk
http://artizansofwood.co.uk/about-2/


Diary 2015 - Dates so far.....

Committe Meetings - The Shy Horse, 423, Leatherhead Road, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 2NQ
18th June 7.30pm till 10.00pm @ The Shy Horse
29th October 7.30pm till 10.00pm @ The Shy Horse

Members Meetings - Buchan Country Park, Horsham Road, Crawley, W.Sussex. RH11 9HQ
16th April 7.30pm till 9.30pm Members Meeting @ Buchan Country Park
16th July 7.30pm till 9.30pm AGM @ Buchan Country Park
19th November 7.30pm till 9.30pm Members Meeting @ Buchan Country Park

Shows
All shows are group events with the exception of the Cowdray Farm Shop 
Open day, so if you would like to attend and demonstrate initially contact John 
Sinclair unless otherwise indicated

May
Monday 25th - SURREY COUNTY SHOW - STOKE PARK GUILDFORD
30th, 31stt - BREDHURST WOODLAND 10th ANNIVERSARY

June
7th - COWDRAY FARM SHOP OPEN DAY - contact Rachel Stormonth Darling 
[rae@theatm.co.uk]
20th, 21st - THE WOODSHOW - WEALD AND DOWNLAND OPEN AIR 
MUSEUM - contact Mark Allery

September
5th, 6th - PIPPINGFORD PARK - ASHDOWN FOREST
18th, 19th and 20th - BENTLEY WEALD WOODFAIR
Sunday 27th - SURREY COUNTY PLOUGHING MATCH - LOSELEY PARK

October
3rd, 4th - SURREY HILLS WOODFAIR - BIRTLEY HOUSE
10th, 11th - BELMONT ESTATE WOOD FEST - FAVERSHAM KENT

http://sylva.org.uk/forestryhorizons/bws2014/ZPA

British Woodland Survey

All words and pictures are presented as part of a not for profit publication. There is no intention to publish or print any content out of context of it’s lawful 
copyright. The editor accepts no responsibility for opinions, misrepresentation or misquote, or any part of content given and  published in good faith.

HomeDiary

The Wood Register Update
The Wood Register web site is now 

live. The windows & iphone apps are 
still in development but a test android 

version is available for download 

Some members who are looking for 
more wood to cut have already listed 
their businesses on it, but the next 

phase will be to get larger land 
owners like the Forestry Commission, 
MOD, AONB's etc to use the site as 

well as private owners. We've already 
received interest from county Wildlife 

Trusts & the Woodland Trust.
We will be publicly promoting the site 

via woody press mags & to other 
organisations in the coming weeks & 
months. If you have any connections 
or suggestions that may help, then 

please let me know. The site is 
getting a decent number of visits & is 

high on the major search engines.
Connecting woodsman with 

landowners is one of the groups main 
objectives & we hope that this 

initiative helps you find the wood you 
need to be productive & profitable.

Alan Sage

http://thewoodregister.co.uk/oneweb
media/_The_Wood_Register.apk

http://sylva.org.uk/forestryhorizons/bws2014/ZPA
http://sylva.org.uk/forestryhorizons/bws2014/ZPA
http://thewoodregister.co.uk/onewebmedia/_The_Wood_Register.apk


Many people have been asking what is, or is not happening about Biosecurity; so here is an update.

We have had several discussions concerning the best way and the best time to proceed. In order to assess 

these, fairly fundamental considerations, we have to start with the end objective in mind. The end objective is 

to introduce controls on the importation of tree and plant material from overseas.

This will not protect us from all pests and diseases but it may help protect us from some.

It is not intended to support any anti-EU political agenda, or any other political agenda for that matter, it is 

solely to make the best possible use of the accidents of geology that make us an ‘Island Nation’ and might 

afford us some protection from the plethora of pests and diseases that are increasingly threatening our 

livelihoods and the Nation’s flora and fauna. This is an important point; it’s not just us, it is the entire country 

that is under threat.

If you want to get an idea of just how many pests and diseases are out there, some here, some on their way, 

then this information is freely available. Even the F.C. is starting to send out links and reminders :

Biosecurity – The threat from introduced pests and diseases to our trees, forests and woodlands has never 

been greater. Reduce the risk of further contamination and the spreading of harmful insects, bacterial and 

fungal organisms by employing good biosecurity measures. For more information and guidance please refer to 

the Forestry Commission’s web site:  

thThere was also a good article in the Independent on Sunday 11  January which may still be available in their 

archives, and I’m sure there are a host of other similar, related articles and items in the public domain.

There are two main factors that condition what we need to do, assuming we focus on the ultimate end 

objective. The first is that almost all of these reports are written and presented from the standpoint of a single 

or limited issue group. What we aim to achieve will assist in dealing with all the issues raised but is a much 

more far-reaching plan. The second is that, with the best will in the world, our success or failure will not be 

down to us as a group or even woodland and forestry workers as a whole. It will depend on getting the general 

public on board.

 Some of this is good news and some is not. The good news is that there is a significant and ever-growing 

number of small campaigns every one of which should be keen to support a broader initiative. While we could 

attempt to collate all the available evidence and present it in a coherent manner we don’t need to; this is good 

because we don’t have the resources to do so. It should also be remembered that, so far as the general public 

is concerned, most people read the headline and very few actually read the fine detail. So to get the general 

public aboard (even those who visit woodland once a year with their grand-children) we can focus on the 

headline for the many and just point to the detail for the few. I fully recognise that we are blessed with access 

to some truly top-flight people (Lisa Sanderson and Martin Hales to name but two) but we are all busy and 

must not make a rod for our own backs....or theirs!

The other factor is the timing. Right now all of our major and minor Politicians are involved in their election 

campaigning. They will be fully committed on their primary task of getting elected and neither interested nor 

able to pick up on any new initiative, however beneficial. There is little point in us expending time and effort or 

asking them to expend theirs when they may not be able to influence matters at all in a couple of weeks time. 

In a nutshell our best chance for achieving the main objective – the introduction of import controls on tree and 

plant materials – will be to launch a campaign aimed at the general public, phrased in general terms 

(referencing authoritative research done by others) after the General Election. 

I hope this helps clarify where we are on this subject and where we hope to get to and when we should start 

the ball rolling.

John Sinclair

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/biosecurity

HomeBiosecurity.

New equipment register set up by stihl to help protect your gear & inform others of any recently stolen items to look out for.
www.arbsafe.co.uk

Sponsor of

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/biosecurity
http://www.arbsafe.co.uk
http://www.kellykettle.com/
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